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Summary 

The Dami Guide to Democracy project aims at equiping young Solomon Islanders with the knowledge, 
skills and tools to understand concepts of democracy and citizenship using traditional analogies of 
Solomon Islands culture. 

Project Description 

November 24-27 of 2021 saw a series of demonstrations and violent riots erupt in the capital Honiara 
(Solomon Islands) from what started as a peaceful protest to render frustration against the national 
government. Deemed as the worst social unrest in our history, the impacts has cost the nation millions 
of dollars in damages. Riots are the culmination of many flashpoints that have fueled resentment 
among citizens, where alienation and disenfranchisement are arguably felt across the country, and 
democracy and the protection of human rights, especially in ethnic recognition and inclusion, are 
struggling. There is a distinct gap between Solomon Islanders, especially youth (under 35yrs) and their 
knowledge and understanding of Democracy.  

Born and raised in the Solomon Islands (SI) and acknowledging this issue, I decided to use my 
existing skills in effective communication by leveraging our traditional storytelling practices to explore 
pedagogical approaches of educating our youth population (70%) on Democracy and its principles. 
Our traditional Dami 1process was used as the analogy for this approach. As a preliminary scope 
during my ideation, I ran a poll to identify the need and gaps in our democratic processes where youth 
wanted to understand more about. The results from this showed a need to understand ‘Separation of 
Powers’ (87%) which informed the approach.  

The outcome intended was a graphic guidebook and training program of the Dami process, however, 
despite in theory, the project idea demonstrated feasibility, returning to Honiara, I found great difficulty 
in pursuing the outcome, therefore had to change my strategy. The first difficulty was realizing a 
drastic shift in the political landscape as our ruling government has been heavily demonstrating 
authoritarianism, affecting freedom of speech. For context, in 2019, SI switched diplomatic recognition 
to China from Taiwan. Since then, China has been boosting economic ties and involving the country in 
its signature Belt and Road initiative. This partnership also saw a controversial security pact between 
the government and China in early 2022 which attracted global media attention and geopolitical 
concerns. The populations response to China has been mixed in SI with a majority (90%) unreceptive 
to this change. The November riots were a result of the angst the majority of our people feel when 
protestors demanded our Prime Minister to step down following his unsolicited decision to switch ties. 
Upon my return, our national broadcasting body which I had plans to cooperate had been taken over 
by the government. I did local radio shows for Dami however quickly learnt they weren’t allowed to be 
aired. I also learnt that civic-education initiatives were subjected to permits that was slow to obtain and 
that, the national parliament had launched a similar project in August 2022. 

To not overlap or duplicate, I reached out to the civic-education team to align however was not 
successful. In order to re-strategize, I joined our opposition’s political party (United Party) where I 
integrated some of the designed activities and could ‘piggyback’ on the party’s activities leading up 
towards International Day of Democracy (September 15th). This event was deemed a success 
especially as it attracted the youth demographic intended. Local support included communities that I 
had already had affiliation with where I travelled and organized mini youth events to talk about Dami as 
a Guide to Democracy. These meetings across 3 communities attracted over 100 young people to 
listen and learn. Opportunities to further this project as I see fit would be channeling through political 

1 Dami stems from our traditional egalitarian social structures and refers to a gathering over betelnut 
and sharing ideas and stories. 
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parties particularly their Youth Wings, which is the strategy I’ve adopted and will use to further execute 
and tap into its wide-reach. 

Reflection 

Given the unforeseen obstacles that I came to realize their extent whilst pursuing this project, 
especially, the many ‘blockages’ faced, I now define peace as a result outcome of an ongoing 
tenacious fighting spirit. Peace is a progression of our desire to continue overcoming man-made 
restrictions to ensure people’s rights and dignities are upheld. It is not an overnight outcome, nor easy 
and fast, it is achieved overtime with deliberate and intentional goals to see it through each day.  

It is evident that our democracy is struggling even more now with our current government style of 
ruling. The changes I foresee with this seed planted is long-term. To bridge the distinct gap between 
citizens and their democratic understanding of their rights and the system won’t happen overnight but 
the existing hunger and desire to understand is an unwavering testimony that many Solomon Islanders 
want change. For me personally too, I’ve had to learn to be patient as I re-learn the current system 
and find new strategies to see through the project. I learnt that every blockage and setback present a 
change of course and to realize that change of course, one has to take a step back and evaluate. 
Despite many frustrations, what little has been achieved, has presented a great challenge to continue 
exercising my tenacity as it is just the beginning for my country. 

Personal Statement 

“Using our traditional Dami to explain this complex system is quite genius. I learnt a lot and hope to 
learn more” – Roderick, 24, Kakabona Community 

“I hope there is more opportunities because it’s a really interesting approach. Understanding 
democracy is often tedious and boring for me because I don’t understand the big words. The Dami to 
Democracy project is fun and better way for me to learn” – Elisa, 17, Honiara 

“We are conditioned to look outside for solutions to our problems but we have the answers within our 
cultural and societal structures. Democracy is a system that foreigners brought to our land, but it 
shares similar guiding principles as our traditional governing systems. This makes it easier to 
understand and the ‘Dami Guide to Democracy’ is a great start” – Millicent Barty, 31, A Dami Guide to 
Democracy 


